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ABSTRACT

This paper discuss some Swedish experiences of Research Organization within
the Road Safety field.

The following topics are treated
The Road Safety Problem

- The Swedish Traffic Safety Society
The VTI

- How to initiate R&D within the Road Safety area
- How to implement some Swedish experiences into a model of a Brazilian

Road Safety Research Organization

SUMMARY

The Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI), was founded in 1922, by a
private initiative from the Royal Automobile Club. Since then has the VTI
developed to a research institute under the Swedish Ministry of Transport. VTI
has about 230 employees. The research fields cover Road and Rail. Technique
(Material, Bearness and Pavements), Road User and Vehicle as well as Traffic
system aspects, e g economy, road safety, environment and traffic simulation.

The VTI has specialized in the field of traffic safety.

The VTI is funded by the government (#5%), and by different contractors (65°/o)
like local and state administrations, industry etc. This funding model gives a
good feed back to actual and real problems in the transport sector.

When it comes to the question of what experiences of the VTI organization that
can be transferred to the Brazilian situation, there are some specific comments
that can be made:

1. What research fields are most important to start with when you only have
limited resources?

When you start a new research organization you must be very careful where
to place the resources. Otherwise there will be a sub optimization which
will be difficult to alter. When selecting research fields, the most important
is to get good statistical data as a basis for all accident analysis and
countermeasure programs etc. As the second best field is suggested the
Man-Machine Interaction.
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A Research Board can be founded to plan, coordinate and survey, a Road
Safety Research Program at the universities. Such a Board can also have
researchers of its own complementing the university competence. They will
form the basis for a future Research Institute.

It is also a third possibility to rely on ongoing research at some university,
and try to support and increase the competence through funding etc.

One conclusion of this discussion in the paper is that the structure of the
road safety problems differ a lot between countries. This means that you
must collect your own statistics and make your own accident analysis. From
international research you can only get support when it comes to general
effects of different countermeasures, trends, theoretical modelling etc.
Concerning transfer from international technical research the situation is
somewhat better because of a more standardized homogenous areas e.g.
strength of a certain material etc.

How to optimize the prevailing resources to get such a strong organization
that it can gain respect within the road safety society?

Three different organization models are discussed in the paper. To
cooperate with the universities is probably the most efficient way to start
the formation of a separat research organization.

When starting up a research organization you must guarantee a support over
at least five years, before it is time to evaluate the research program that
has been set up. You must accept that research works is long-sighted and
need time to build up good competence that give a high quality in the
research that are to be carried out. If you are not prepared to give such
guarantees the chances of survival are very small.

How to from a good management? This is a question that is closely related

to no 2 above.

To build a research institute with some laboratories of its own will need a
staff of at least 10-15 people. You will also need a board with members
coming from different parts of the road safety society.

How to get the right support and understanding from the society for road
safety research work?

The support from politicians and road safety administrations are very
important. This also means that these administrations must have
competence to discuss and implement research results. They shall have some
kind of coordinating research staff, which can have a dialogue with the
research organization.

Of vital importance is also to produce and distribute results to the public
continuosly. This gives an opportunity to take part in and also make an
impact on the road safety discussion going on around the year. In this way
you give the organization a strong position in the society. If you only
produce a single result every now and then, it will most likely not have
strength to impact the general road safety discussion. To reach this the
research institution must be active and "visible" and even "aggressive" in its
marketing.

Continuosly produced high quality research results will in the long run give
an institute a "powerful" position. The lead-time to this is at least ten years.
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5. To what extent shall internationalization take place?

As much as possible through documentation exchange, conferences etc. This
is the quickest way to build up your own competence. Use of international
documentation data bases like IRRD is essential for making surveys of e g
the research front within different areas.

Presenting research results in the english language is also of great
importance to get it distributed around the world.



TO WHAT EXTENT CAN SWEDISH EXPERIENCES OF ROAD SAFETY
RESEARCH ORGANISATION BE IMPLEMENTED IN BRAZIL.

1. THE ROAD SAFETY PROBLEM

In industrial countries the most accidental fatilities can be derived
from road accidents. The same situation is now true for many
developing countries, with a rapidly increasing number of cars.

In a global perspective there are more than 300 000 people killed each
year in road accidents. The number of injured is estimated to be as
high as 10 million persons per year in the world. And what is more, this
figure is calculated to increase rapidly the coming decades. Europe,
America and Asia is responsible for about 25% each.

If you look at Sweden in an international road safety situation, you will
find that Sweden belongs to that category of countries that have the
lowest road accident risks. This is probably true even if you consider
that all statistical figures are unreliable, ant that statistic measures
often are very rude.

There are many ways to present road safety statistics. One is to ask
the question: "How many cars are needed to kill one person in
different countries?" The answer you get, if you use the statistics
presented by the International Road Federation, is shown in table 1.
From this you can see the huge differences there are between many
countries. In Sweden every 4500 car kills a person every year. This can
be compared to Brazil where every 260 car kills a person or to Nigeria
where every 35th car each year kills a person.

Table 1. Number of cars needed to kill a person every year in countries
with different levels of motorisation (IRF 1985)

 

 

 

Sweden [1.500
USA 4.000
Japan (corrected) 3.600 > 30 cars per 100 inhabitants
England 3.500
Germany 3.000
France 2.500

Greece 1.000
Hungary 1.000 10 cars per 100 inhabitants
Portugal 1 . 000
Venezuela 700
Braz 481-260

Korea 125
Kenya 100
Ethiopia 75 < 1 car per 100 inhabitants
Pakistan 60
Nigeria 35

 



2. WHY IS ROAD SAFETY IN SWEDEN HIGH?

From Rumar (1988) it is stated that many of the causes to the good
position must be looked for more than 10 years ago since it was then
that the Scandinavian countries reached their leading position.

 

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

 

During the 60:ies the mobility in the Scandianavian countries reached a
very high level. Also the economy was good and the effect was that safety
became a problem and that we could afford taking interest in safety. This
situation has continued through the 70:ies wich made it possible to carry
through the intentions of the 60zies.

One very important reason to the effective road safety work is that
Sweden realized the importance of working with the human factor. This
fact was realized by authorities, automobile manufactores, volontary
organizations and the public. A reason behind this successful strategy was
the preparation, implementation and follow up of the change over from
left to right hand traffic in 1967. At that occassion for the first time
authorities and other organizations managed to reach the individual road
user. The human factor was their common denominator - that is why the
whole operation was a success.

Another important feature of the fight against road accidents was the
creation of coordinating organizations. Organizations that could take
initiatives, stimulate and motivate work. Control and follow up actions
nationally as well as regionally and locally are very important for a
systematic road safety work - especially aimed at the human factor. In
e.g. Sweden the National Road Safety Office was created in 1967. The
National Swedish Car Inspetion was formed in 1965. A coordinating body
for the volontary organizations active within road safety was created as
early as 1934.

Some specific road safety measures that Sweden seem to have introduced
and carried through more systematic and earlier than many other
countries are

- traffic education for children
- speed limits
- anti-alcohol enforcemant
- minor road improvements (black spots)
- improved road standards
- traffic separation

improved driver education
improved vehicle dynamic performance (braking, stearing, stability)

- improved vehicle crashworthiness
compulsory seat belts
compulsory wearing of crash helmets

- police enforcement

Why has the human factor come to play such an important role in Swedish
road safety work?



3. THE HUMAN FACTOR AS THE MAIN ACCIDENT FACTOR

The first and immediate question after an accident is: Why did it happen?
What did we do wrong? Road accidents are not excptions to this rule. Both
the involved road users and society try to find the answers to the "Why"-

question.

In order to find the factors behind accidents other branches of transport
(e.g. aviation, shipping) have for many years made use of special accident
analysis groups consisting of various specialists such as captains,
Tengineers physicians, and psychologists. Especially within the aviation
sector this system has been developed and refined. By means of special
equipment (e.g. the recording black box) and supported by other
techniques (e.g. incident reporting, experimental analysis) the flight
accident analysis teams have without doubt been successful in finding
accident causes thereby preventing corresponding accidents from
happening again.

Efforths have been made to analyse road traffic accidents in a simular

way. For many reasons this has proved much more difficult:
- More complicated information situation (reality -- not instruments);

-- Smaller effects to technical faults;
-- Lager behavioural freedom;
- Larger variation in population.

Figure 2 gives an account of the results from the two largest in-depth
accident studies known (Sabey & Staughton 1975, Treat et al. 1980).

As can seen these two completely separate rather large studies of several
thousand accidents are almost unanimous in their pointing at the road user

human factor - as the dominating cause of road traffic accidents.

But since these and most previous accident investigations lack an explicit
theoretical basis the results tend to be of very general, common sense,
character; they are hard to relate to other types of data, they are hard to
communicate to other disciplines and, perhaps most important, they tend
to use the human factor as the almost universal explanation. Every
accident where we do not find any technical error tends to be explained
by the human factor.

We need some kind of theoretical framework to explain the human
behaviour, the human error.

 

Insert Figure 2 about here

 

#. THE SWEDISH ROAD SAFETY SOCIETY/ORGANIZATION

 

Insert figure 3 here

 



5. VTI THE NATIONAL SWEDISH ROAD AND TRAFFIC RESEARCH

INSTITUTE

The VTI-model differs quite a lot from what is normal of many

countries, when it comes to how road safety research is organized and

financed. The most common around the World is that a research

institute is either a part (department/division) of the Ministry of
Transport or The National Road Administration. Cf TRRL (UK), BAST
(FRG), TSC(USA), Road lab (DK) etc. Most institutes also are
specialized, mainly within the road sector (road material, bearness,

pavement) and concentrated on problems concerning road construction

and road maintenance, including problems connected to the whole
transport system and its components the roads, vehicles and road
user. Especially the research on man-machine interaction often has a
very low representation wihin many research programs.

The VTI was founded in 1922 on behalf of a private initiative of the
Royal Automobile Club (KAK). This club has members from the
Swedish industry, insurance companies etc. Already in 1925 it got
financial support from the government.

In 1971 the VTI-organization of today was formed, by adding to the
road competence, also research resources concerning traffic medicin,
behavioural science and economy. In 1985 the VTI was authorized by
Parliament to undertake research and development in the area of
RAIL TRANSPORTATION.

The VTI is today an independent government authority (with its own
board) under the Ministry of Transport and Communication. Its
activities are financed through government grants and commissions
from other administrations, organizations and private companies. At
present about 45% of the institute's income is provided through
governments grants. These are used to finance certain official
functions such as library and information service and to maintain an
international level of competence and making the institute attractive
and competetive - to organizations intending to commission road and

traffic research.

The duties of the VTI is primarily to provide decision-making and
executive bodies with information from research into roads and traffic
in order to fulfil the standards of trafficability, economy, safety and
environmental protection set as goals for policy in traffic and traffic
safety.

The VTI is represented on a large number of commitees and working
groups in Sweden and abroad. A wide programme of international
collaboration is pursued for communicating and discussing research
results and methods with about 650 different organizations in other
countries.

The VTI is located in Linköping and has new laboratories with highly
advanced equipment. About 230 people are employed. Activities are
almost entirely directed at applied research.



6. WHAT MAKES THE VTI SUCCESFUL?

There are of course many things that together form the success story
of the VTI. But there are some special features that can be identified
as more important:

- experienced researchers

The staff at VTI get such resources that they , to a larger extent than
many other research organizations throughout the world, can take part
of as well national as international R&D-activities. This gives them
experiences that provide to a high quality of the research carried out.

- flexible organization

The institute has a very flexible organization, which give possibilites
to act very fast to analyze and carry out new problems coming up
within the road and road safety area.

- research coordination

The VTI often acts as a coordinator and administrator of big multi-
disciplinary research projects, where VTI, University, Industry and
branch organizations are involved. This increases the institute s
communication network, and gives a lot of goodwill to the
organization.

The VTI also participates in many different research committees both
national and international.

- financing

The institute get about 45% of the total funding directly from the
government. The other 55% comes from R&D on commission, where
the National Road Administration is the biggest contractor. The VTI
works together with the Road Administration according to a five year
joint R&D program, which is continousiy revised every year.
Through all the other contractors from the whole transport sector
( car manufacturers, insurance companies,authorities, police etc) the

VTI get a very good feed back to actual and real problems. Because of
the fact that all contractors are paying the institute to analyse a
special problem, means that the contractor has the need to solve this
problem.

- management and marketing

The VTI has a board consisting of members from different parts of the
Swedish Transport Society (politicians, industry, town street council,
universities and authorities).

The organization is of a size that it is possible to be very flexible.

When it comes to marketing the VTI is very active in organizing both
national and international conferences. The institute also has a
separate company that can commercialize R&D equipment (patent,
market investigation etc).



The VTI produces reports, newsletters and conferences in both Swedish
and English, and also runs many courses e.g. an advanced international
three week course of Traffic Safety. In this course participates every
year approx 20 key road safety persons from 10 15 different
countries.

The VTI also once a year has a great Annual Meeting (2 days) in
january with about 150 lecturers talking of different Transport
Research Topics. The meeting gather about 1000 people from the
whole sector, and becomes in this respect some kind of a meeting
point to all people with interest in the transport sector. The exchange
of information and contacts are tremendous during these two days.
Compared to the world's largest Transport Research Conference i.e.
The TRB Annual Meeting in Washington that gather approx 4500
participants, this meeting should have about 25000 participants to get
the same size as the Swedish meeting if you consider the size of the
population in the US and Sweden.

The VTI is the national center for the OECD database International
Road Research Documentation (IRRD), and also have a big library of
its own.

The VTI strives to produce as much R&D - results as possible in
English.

HOW TO INITIATE R&D WITHIN THE ROAD SAFETY AREA

When road safety research is started there are some questions and
guidelines that must be outlined:

What is the main goal?

Who shall decide upon this, and thus also set the priorities when
selecting the R&D program(s) and which research projects that shall
be carried out?

These two questions are linked closely together. The overall goal is of
course to reduce traffic accidents, but this goal sometimes contradicts
with other goals that are aiming at more efficiency for the industry
(which means increased speeds), regional development (which could
mean better roads and for more roads that gives more traffic), better
environment etc. If you do not have immense resourses, that give you
the possibility to solve all the problems/questions that can be raised, it
means that you have to select projects, make priorities etc.

This raises a third question:

How to get the right status/support for the R&D-program selected.

The road safety problem is a national issue. This means that no R&D
organization (state or private) can in the long run survive, if it carries
out research that has none or little support and understanding from the
government and administrations. The same goes for research that
come up with unrealistic (economic or political) solutions to a specific
problem. Such conflicts can be avoided by coordination and
cooperation with the road safety authorities, when setting up the
R&D-programme of an organization. Through hard work and research
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of high quality and a realistic goal setting you build up the confidence
towards the national authorities. This will in turn increase your market
and good will, and most likely give more resources to take part in the
international exchange of R&D experiences.

When a process of this kind has been initiated, it will be self
developing and go on, because of the positive dialogue between
researchers and users of R&D that has been established.

From an international and historical point of view (GW Trinca et. al
1988) all expericences show that
- political recognition of the traffic safety problem is needed
- plurality and independence (from politicians and Administrations in

research is needed)
- accountability for research should be external to the implementing

organisation
- there is unlikely to be a single, optimal institutional arrangement.

Every country has to organize the road safety research in detail
according to its prevailing social, economic, cultural and political
climate

- there is very little coordination between the traffic management,
enforcement, road construction, public health, post-crash
management and public education (information campaigns, traffic
education in schools etc)

However when it comes to the practical execution of a Road Safety
Research Program, there is one very important factor to be
considered. The Authorities i.e.Administrations that are responsible
for implementation of the Road Safety Program must also have
employees that understands the conditions for carrying out R&D-work,
and also are capable to "translate" R&D-results, in a way that
technicians, bureaucrats etc can use and implement the results that
has been presented by the researchers. The National Road Administra
tion, Road Safety Administration shall have their own Reserarch
Director and an assistant staff unit.

One conclusion that can be made of this discussion is that it takes
time to get acceptance and understanding for the work being done in a
research organization.

Another conclusion is that a research organization must have a very
good feed-back to the society (political economical, educational etc).
One way to reach this, is to form a strong Board of the organization,

where the members come from different parts of the traffic transpor-
tation sector like the director generals of the National Road Admini-
stration, and from the Road Safety Administration, Directors of
Insurance Companies and/or Motor Industry, Parliament politicians
with special interest of Roads and Road Safety problems, University
Professors. Such an "Executing Board" should have not more than5-9
members. In addition to this it could be wise to form an Advisory
Council consisting of different experts in the road safety field. This
council shall deal with carrying out proposals to Research Programs as
well as evaluation of Research Projects, be a guarantor of the
scientific quality of the research, and also guard the international road
safety research development.
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A third conclusion is that a research organization compared to
different National organizations always will be very small when it
comes to the total available resources/number of researchers,
laboratories etc and therefore it must be very active and "visible" in
the society to gain respect.One way of doing this is trying to
coordinate information concerning road safety in different ways like
arrangements of "Annual Meetings" for researchers and users of R&D
seminars, Newsletters etc. Only publishing of research reports is not
enough. Reports are written by experts for experts, which means that
there is a risk that presented results in a report will not be available
for the people who is working in the field with implementation of e.g.
road safety programs. An active research organization is in the
position to impact the road safety debate/direction in a country. This
is only possible if it is independent of direct political and
Administration influence, if it is not too big (or small) because this
gives flexibility. However it can influence the debate mainly because a
research organization has the expert knowledge and Know-How of how
to approach and analyze the various and special problems of road
safety that will arise.

When it comes to spread the research results and "sell research
know/how" many studies has shown that the most effective way is as
follows-where it can be seen the importance of e.g. personal contacts
and conferences:

 

 

Table Perceptions of importance of promotional devices used by the
University Indusuial Units expressed on an ordinal scale

5 %,
" O Z

5 %, : ;;
9 5 32 3 3 :
g, g, % å % g a g 2
g g 2 g g : % =.; '; Overall
co m U U) U) _J 2 U) U) Total ranking

Mailshot 5 O 1 5 O O O 2 2 15 4
National press 3 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 0 12 4
Local press 3 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 2 14 4'
Technical press 3 1 5 2 1 4 O 4 3 23 2
Films 0 3 O O 2 O O O 0 5 8°
Reports O O O O O 2 O O 2 4 8°
Exhibitions O 4 1 O 3 4 1 0 1 14 4
Cowscs O 4 2 0 O 3 3 2 3 17 3
Conferences O 4 1 O 3 2 1 O 2 13 4'
Clubs O O O O O 5 O O 1 6 8'
Personal contacts 5 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 5 42 1       
(W D K Macrosson; R&D management 1981/3)
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HOW TO IMPLEMENT SOME OF THE SWEDISH EXPERIENCES.
SUGGESTION OF A MODEL FOR A BRAZILIAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

Introduction
 

As a Brazilian institute in the beginning probably will have rather
limited resources, there are some very important questions to bear
in mind, before the R&D work is started:

1. What research fields are the most important to tackle, when you
have small resources?

2. How to optimize the prevailing resources to get such a strong
organization that it can gain respect within the road safety
society?

3. How to get the right support and understanding from the society
for road safety work?

4. To what extent shall internationalization take place?

5. How to form a good management? This question is closely related
to the one of what are the minimum resources needed to build a
good organization.

Research fields
 

Due to experiences from Sweden and other countries, there is no doubt
that research should be primarily directed towards the fields of:
(ranking order)

1. Statistics and Accident analysis (Traffic measurement of vehicles,
speeds etc and on site in depth-investigations).

2. Man machine interaction (improving road user behaviour through
licensing, enforcement methods, education, information, training,

campaigns, signing, signals etc)

3. Transport economy and planning (cost and cost evaluation of
different measures that has been proposed or carried out)

LI». Technical research

The reason for chosing this order, is that when you start a road
safety work, you must first analyze the present road safety
situation, if you do not know where the real or rather biggest
problems are, you will not be able to suggest the most efficient
countermeasure-program. All experiences show that once you have
started to work with such a program, it is very difficult to alter
the direction of it, even if it after a while shows to be a less

effective one.

It is more important to make e.g. politicians aware of a bad road
safety situation as a whole and tell them what can be done about
it, than start to research on some technical safety
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detail/component (crash barriers, tyres etc). To measure e.g.
speeds, road user behaviour and their correlation to accidents in
order to get a full picture of the road safety situation and suggest
what can be done about it (campaigns, education in schools, belts
etc) is the only way to start a good understanding for the size of
the problem, i.e. facts and statistics are a basic need, and of
course research to get them analyzed.

As a second research field comes the man-machine interaction.
This is a field of great importance and great need for research.
Compared to road technical research this area still is in the
beginning of its knowledge expansion. Within this field it is also
possible to rather "quick" give international contribution, which
then give respect even in your own country. A good international
reputation give goodwill among the national politicians and
decision makers (which is a good support when it comes to
discussions on contracts, budgets etc).

For the third ranking ordered field - Transport economy etc - it
can be argued in the same way as for the first two research fields
mentioned above.

When you come to number 4 (Technical research) you have reached
the stage of building a very solid and strong organization, which
will produce technical detailed results to be implemented by
planners, manufacturers etc. At this stage you can also rely quite a
lot on experiences and research results gained in other countries.
Surveys of international documentation is an important step.

There is however one reason not to chose the research fields in the
mentioned order. If there is any university institution with high
quality of safety research in some technical sense e.g.
biomechanical laboratories, this shall be supported. Such an
institution could be the basis to build up an institute, that will be
complemented to cover research also of the research field 1-3
above.

Organization
 

It is very important to build an organization that is not to small. You
must be able to produce such a volume of R&D results that it can be a
factor to consider in the continuously road safety discussion that is
carried out around the year. A single research result on some technical
detail does not have the strength to make an impact on the general
road safety discussion. By producing good research and applicable
results continuously, it will in the long run-10 years-give the
organization itself a powerful position in the road safety society. No
countermeasure-or safety program will then be carried out, before the
"organization" has analyzed it or been given the possibility to provide
its expert comments to it.

There are at least three ways to organize a strong institutonal body,
when you start from "scratch". A combination of these alternatives
can also be made. In Sweden this has been done for no 1 and 3.

l. Road Safety Research Board

2. Road Safety Research Center(s)
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3. Road Safety Research Institute

1. Road Safety Research Board

- Task

Coordination, formulation and evaluation of road safety research

projects/program.

Initiate research projects.

Information about research results.

Finance research projects.

- Organization

Rather small board (max 10) consisting of people representing
politicians, industry manufacturers, (insurance companies, banks) road

safety authorities, universities.

To assist the board a separate Advisory Council could be formed where
the members are experts from university, authorities and possibly
manufacturers.

For the daily management and routines you need a permanent
secretariat with 3 8 people, responsible for coordination, (contacts
with researchers, etc) information and supervising of the projects.

No research of its own, but the staff must have very good knowledge
of reserarch work.

- Financing

Fund
Foundation - with money from private as well as public parties
(government, authorities).

- Activities

Coordinate Road Safety Research Program(s)
Coordinate Communication networks of Road Safety Researchers
Coordinate Road Safety Research Dockumentation
Arrange Road Safety seminars/conferences
Initiate and finance Road Safety Research
Evaluate Road Safety Research

Road Safety Research Center(s)

Task

see no 1 above

- Organization

Board (same constitution as in above) with the responsibility to
finance and initiate research at one or two university bodies.
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This means that the board should concentrate and strongly support
the build-up of a road safety research university center, with
competence of statistics, behavioural sciences (man-machine) and

economics. The aim should be to get a body consisting of at least
10-15 researchers, who are producing research results under a
common name (report serial etc) e.g. Brazil's Road Safety
Research Center at the university of ---- (RSC)
The RSC- board shall have a long term contract with the university
institution, that guarantee the build-up of a strong research unit to
carry out the research program formulated and decided upon by the
RSC board. The secretarial function which is preparing e.g. board
meetings should be held by the head of one of the contracted
university institution(s).The minimum contract time must be five
years, after which it should be revised and evaluated before a new
period is contracted.

The evaluation shall take place during the fifth year to avoid
unnecessary breaks, and should (at least the first time) if possible
be carried out by an international expertise (to avoid "internal"
conflicts).

- Financing

The role of the university is to educate people and prepare them
for work in public and private enterprises. This means that there is
build-in into the system - a contiuously process going on to build-
up competence within a field, because students/researchers are
"running through" the educational system. The effect of this is that
it is difficult to maintain competence and always increase it. When
it therefore comes to the financing of research projects the RSC
board has to take a great deal of responsibility. Some contract
research can be carried out, but probably to a limited extent, due

to the discontinuation in the process of building up experiences and
competence.

This process is however not bad. The students moving out from the
system, will in the long run be competent users (and buyers) of
research in their new functions in the Administrations or the
Industry.

Road safety Research Institute

- Task

see no 1 above

- Organization

An institute means preferably a body independent of government
and industry.

The board shall be of the same constitution as in no 1 above. An
institute could be "the final goal", as in this organization -because
of the continuation - it is possible to maintain and increase the
competence and set up a national and international communication
network, work on commission and contracts, make more powerful
actions of planning and marketing of the institute etc.
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An institute carries out its own research, and must also have a
research director, including a managerial and administrative staff.
To avoid that the research institute will become a consultant firm,
it must not have contract research exceeding 70% of the total
budget. The remaining 30% must be put into the organization as a
basic fund to maintain and increase the competence, to guarantee
resources like laboratories, library, special equipment, internatio-
nalization etc. If this cannot be guaranteed, there will be a very
small chance for a research institute to survive in the long run.

Financing

Government and/or private basic funds.

Research on commission to some extent (see above).

CONCLUSIONS

From the three types of organization the jfollowing can be
concluded:

1. Research Safety Board
This is the weakest organization, because it has no own
competence to carry out research or evaluate R&D. It makes
this organization vulnerable to criticism, as subconfracted
research may easily follow e g a policy not accepted by the
Board.

2. Research Safety Center(s)
This organization will have a good R&D-competence, with a
weak continuity.

Conflicts possibilities between the Board and the university can
be foreseen, when it comes to policy questions and priorities
between projects/programs.

3. Road Safety Research Institute
This is the strongest organization with good R&D competence.
continuity, unified policy which makes possible a good marketing
and a basis, for contract research.

If there are enough resources available this organization type
should be chosen.

9. INTERNATIONALIZATION

There are a lot of research beeing done within the transport field
around the world. Probably is only a part of all the research
results applicable to the Brazilian situation. However what is
transferable is the evaluation of different techniques and methods
(modelling). These parts is also very expensive and difficult to
carry out. Here is the internationalization of great importance. It
also secures your own research quality and competence, which
gives a good reason to strive for a high internationalization in
research work. An example could be an important niche, where you
perhaps find ten real experts around the world. These experts must
get the possibilities to communicate in order to reach a further
development within the field they are working. Exchange of R&D
results are very valuable as well as joint conferences, course etc.
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In this respect it is important to use English language, because this
takes over more and more as the international research language.

It is important with documentation of research work, because it
contributes to new development and also to the process of the
internationalization.

It is important with documentation of research work, beacuse it
contributes to new development and also to the internationaliza-
tion.

Brazil is nowadays a member of IRRD (International Road
Research Documentation) which is a databas run by the OECD-
countries. Responsible for this databas in Brazil is Instituto de
Pesquisas Rodoviarias (IPRD) in Rio de Janeiro. The IRRD must be
a national part of the road safety research.
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FIRST POSITIVE REACTIONS

n its rst full year of activity the Volvo
Road Safety Program has begun to produce
encouraging results, showing that it can
and must be continued for as many years

as may be needed to bring the slaughter on our roads
down to a tolerable level.
The population is clearly much more aware today than
it was a year ago of Brazil s unacceptably high accident
rate. The government has signaled its intention to
tackle the problem seriously, while private enterprise
has begun to make a contribution of its own.
Encouraging though they are, the results achieved in
1988 by the Volvo Road Safety Program and by others
working in the same eld cannot fairly be described as
anything other than modest, given the vast scale of the
problem that confronts us and the many dif culties that
lie in our path. All we have done has been to lay the
preliminary groundwork by creating a widespread
awareness of the twin facts that Brazil s accident rate is
extremely high and that to reduce it, though
undoubtedly dif cult, is by no means impossible.
President Sarney has of cially designated 1989 as
Brazilian Road Safety Year, clearing a path which many
sectors of society will be encouraged to follow. Another
major achievement last year was a marked change in
the approach to the road safety issue displayed by the
media in general. Television networks, radio stations,
newspapers,and magazines have begun to devote much
greater attention to the issue that ever before, making
an invaluable contribution to the dissemination of a new
awareness among the general public.
The organizers of the Volvo Program feel justi ed in
drawing the conclusion from the events of 1988 that
their objective is indeed attainable, and that it is not
unrealistic to look forward to a day when Brazil the
eighth largest economy in the Western world can
publish road traf c statistics that are broadly
comparable to those of the advanced industrial nations.

Enhanced public awareness
of Brazil s unnacceptably

high accident rate
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Structure of Volvo Road Safety Program Brazrl

BACKGROUND

he Volvo Road Safety Program was
launched in July 1987 with the aim of
awakening concern at the violence on our
roads which, year by year, kills 50,000

people and injures 350,000 more in over a million
accidents counting only those that are formally
recorded by the authorities. Material losses are
estimated at more than $2 billion a year.
The Volvo Program seeks to instigate the community
as a whole to make a concerted effort in originating
ideas, proposals and suggestions to improve safety on
our roads. The whole Program could be defined as the
search for multiple answers to a single question: What
can be done to enhance road safety and to
reduce the number and severity of accidents?
The four basic parameters defined at the outset remain
unchanged:

Once started, the program will be continued every
year in the foreseeable future.

The program will be run as a contribution to
society. There will be no overlap with product
marketing.

We shall ensure approval and support for the
program from the appropriate federal and state
authorities.

Volvo will act as a catalyst in originating and
coordinating the activities but will not assume direct
responsibility for them.

The program was originally conceived as a three tier
pyramid, to which a fourth activity has now been added:

At the apex of the pyramid stands a Technical Panel,
now consisting of 24 permanent members plus a small
number of guest members who are invited to join it
from time to time. All members are people to whom
road safety is a day-to day professional concern. The
Panel provides a forum for the exchange of information
and opinion among its members, while its ndings and
recommendations are assured of a public airing.

A series of symposia held every few months in the
various regions of Brazil constitute the middle layer of
the pyramid. These symposia have attracted audiences
of about 200, on the average, and serve to publicize
ideas and proposals of all kinds for improving road
safety.

The Volvo Road Safety Award, with fairly substantial
prizes for the winning entries, was instituted as the
most effective means at our disposal for spreading our
message as broadly as possible throughout the Brazilian
public. In addition to the three categories of contestants
originally adopted in 1987, we instituted a State of the
Year Award in 1988 and plan to make a Company of the
Year Award beginning in 1989.

The organizers of the Program now publish a
quarterly Road Safety Bulletin.The four page Bulletin is
circulated free of charge to all companies, university
departments, government agencies, etc., having a
professional interest in road safety, and also to the
press and to members of the general public who
express an interest.



DEVELOPMENTS IN 1988

he campaign against the violence on
Brazil s roads advanced slowly but surely
in 1988, with the involvement of a
constantly growing number of people.

The most signi cant event of the year was the adoption
by the federal government, in June, of a National Road
Safety Program, with emphasis on new legislation. Two
particularly promising measures enacted under the new
program were a sharp increase in the nes charged for
traf c offenses, and the requirement that seat belts
must be worn on highways (though not yet in built up
areas) as from January 1989.
In July President Sarney signed a decree designating
1989 as Brazilian Road Safety Year, acceding to a
proposal formulated by the Volvo Road Safety Technical
Panel. This will stimulate public awareness of the scale
of the challenge and provide a framework within which
all concerned citizens can channel their activities aimed
at lowering the accident rate.
A further encouraging sign from the federal government
has been the reactivation of earlier projects for
compiling nationwide records of vehicle licenses and
drivers licenses, at present compiled at state or local
level only. The present arrangement has resulted in an
absence of reliable statistical information. The number
of licensed road vehicles in the country is variously
quoted at anywhere from 12 million up to 16 million,
while the number of currently valid drivers licenses is
an even vaguer estimate, thought to be around 20
million.
DNER, the National Highways Department, and
CNTT, the National Road Transport Confederation, have
continued their campaigns to stimulate public awareness
of the safety issue.
At state government level, two measures taken in the
course of the year deserve mention. In Sao Paulo, Gov.
Orestes Quércia has attempted to enforce earlier
legislation, which his predecessors had allowed to lapse
in practice, banning the sale of alcoholic beverages at
establishments bordering all highways in the state.
Several supermarkets and restaurants have, however,
been successful in obtaining court injunctions allowing
them to defy the ban. The second event in the state
government area holds out a promise of a substantial
improvement in the harmonization of procedures
nationwide. The Traf c Departments in each of the
country s 26 state governments have formed an
association, opening a permanent channel of
communication and consultation with one another.
ENCOURAGING RESPONSE FROM THE
PRIVATE SECTOR
The Volvo Road Safety Program met with a series of
encouraging responses from the private sector in the
course of 1988.
Many companies sent of cials to the regional symposia
to expound their activities in the road safety area and,
in a gratifyingly large number of cases, to report
favorable results already achieved. The symposia
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National Road Safety
Program: the year s

most significant event

Sarney designates 1989
as Brazilian Road Safety
Year a Volvo proposal

Säo Paulo attempts to
enforce drinks sales ban

alongside highways

 

The second meeting of the Year of Technical Panel, held in

Såo Paulo in August



Non-governmental research
institute to act as

road safety think tank

Media exposure in 1988:
200 pages in newspapers,

20 hours of TV time

provide a useful forum for these achievements to be
publicized and, we hope, emulated.
The high point of private sector activities in the year
was the three-day International Road Safety Forum held
in Rio de Janeiro in June. Joint sponsors of the event
were Shell s Brazilian subsidiary and Rede Globo, the
country s largest television network, with the support
of the National Road Transport Confederation and
IBOPE, a leading opinion research institute.
Over a hundred specialists, including experts from
many different countries, discussed Brazil s road safety
problem in all its aspects.
Dozens of recommendations were adopted, as set out
in the nal report. One recommendation deserving
special mention was a proposal to set up a non-
governmental institute with the task of conducting
surveys, compiling data, and formulating speci c
proposals for the improvement of road safety in Brazil.
Shell and Volvo are now working on a project to
implement this recommendation.
The Säo Paulo state association of radio broadcasting
companies conducted a well managed campaign under
the title Radio in Defense of Life. The 400 plus radio
stations that are members of the association carried
messages from well-known actors, sports commentators,
and other celebrities, during a four-month period. All
the celebrities, broadcasting companies, advertising
agencies,and recording studios involved in the campaign
provided their services free of charge.
The Säo Paulo state association of advertising agencies
held a special seminar to promote the adoption of road
safety related themes in advertising in general,
especially in 1989.
Numerous conventions and seminars, held by a wide
variety of professional associations, featured proposals
to incorporate road safety-related topics into their
professional and business activities.
Media exposure for the road safety issue in 1988 may
be estimated at 200 full pages in newspapers plus 20
hours of television time. Owing to the very large
number of radio stations in the country nearly 2,000

it is impossible to make any estimate of air time
devoted to this topic.



THE VOLVO PROGRAM IN 1988

full program of events was carried out as
planned, at all three levels of the

pyramid .
Technical Panel. At its rst meeting of

the year, held in Rio de Janeiro in March, the Technical
Panel adopted a proposal to seek government support
for designating 1989 as Brazilian Road Safety Year. At
its secondmeeting, in August, the Panel approved a
design hands grasping a stylized seat belt to be
adopted as the of cial emblem of Road Safety Year.
Symposia. Five symposia were held in the course of
the year, with an average attendance of approximately
"200: Porto Alegre (Southern region) in April, Salvador
(Northeastern region) in June, Belo Horizonte
(Southeastern region) in August,and Goiania (Western
region) in October, culminating in a national
symposium held in Bras ia in November. Each
symposium was a one day event.
At each of the four regional events the focus was on
identifying local problems and nding local solutions.
Speakers representing business and the professions
stressed the importance of road safety in their
particular elds. The events attracted considerable
media coverage. A full report of the proceedings of
each symposium was printed and circulated.
Volvo Road Safety Award. In its second year the
contest attracted 254 entries, almost exactly the same
number as in the preceding year, showing that interest
has not waned and that the initiative is sustainable.
Entries were received from contestants in 20 of Brazil s
26 states.
The rst entry to arrive came from the Northern state
of Amapa, bordering on French Guiana. The organizers
confess that they were at a loss to understand how the
award contest could have become known in such an
out-of the way corner of the Amazon basin. It was, of
course, highly gratifying for them to learn that their
efforts had achieved such wide publicity.
The breakdown of entries by category was as follows
(previous year s gures in brackets):
Journalists ......................................... 63 (38)
Drivers ............................................. 31 (48)
General public .................................... 157 (170)
State governments ............................... 3 (0)

Total ................................................ 254 (256)

Volvo Symposia carry our
message to audiences in
every part of the country

Road Safety Award repeats
first year s achievement
with over 250 entries



Road Safety Bulletin. This is a new activity that was
added to the Volvo Road Safety Program in 1988. Three
issues, each containing between six and ten short
articles on road safety developments in Brazil and
around the world, were published in the course of the
year, with a circulation of 3,000 copies. The Bulletin is
now established as a quarterly publication.
Professional involvement. The organizers of the
Program have contacted professional people, both
individually and through their associations, such as
psychologists, pediatricians, public relations of cers,
advertising people, engineers, journalists, and many
others, encouraging them to use their influence to
disseminate a positive attitude toward the road safety
issue.



THE MARKETING OF ROAD SAFETY

razil s high accident rate means both
human suffering and material loss. One of
the Program s main aims in 1988 was to
convey this message to private enterprise.

In this as in other matters, reliable statistics are hard
to come by. Estimates of material loss as a result of
road accidents range from $2 billion a year all the way
up to $5 billion, the latter being the National Highways
Department s official estimate.
Many companies compile no data at all on their own
losses arising from road accidents. To these companies,
our message is that road safety means money.
For companies that already display an awareness of the
issue, the message is that they can do well by doing
good : they can enhance their corporate reputation and
image by being seen to be concerned.
One way and another, all companies stand to gain from
a reduction in the accident statistics.
This new focus in corporate communications also opens
a door to new business opportunities. The National
Association of Magazine Publishers, for instance, is
marking Brazilian Road Safety Year by granting special
rebates, throughout 1989, for all advertisements
incorporating the seat belt emblem.
Many companies will be contributing to the welfare of
the nation this year by adopting the road safety issue
as one of the focal points of their institutional
advertising.

Message to business: road
safety not only saves

lives, it saves money too

Institutional advertising
to focus on road safety
theme throughout 1989



THE 1988 AWARD WINNERS

ndré Goncalves Barbosa, an owner-
driver based in Cuiaba, Mato Grosso, was
named Volvo Road Safety prizewinner in
the Drivers category for his handbook

The Driver s Mate , a compilation of practical
suggestions for solving problems that commonly arise
in the life of a long distance driver in a tropical country.
Neuto Goncalves dos Reis, editor, Valdir dos
Santos, assistant editor, and their colleagues at
Transporte Moderno, a monthly magazine for the
transport industry published in Sao Paulo, won the
Volvo Road Safety Award in the Journalists category for
their 60-page special report entitled Safety: the
Search for Solutions , a wide-ranging survey of traffic
problems encountered in Brazil and around the world.
Rudel Trindade Jr., a professor of traf c engineering
at the Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul, was
the award-winner in the General category for his paper
Procedures for the surveillance of road accident

victims .
The panel of judges had ve members: Dr. Moise Seid,
who specializes in the treatment of road accident
victims; Dr. Mario Fernando Petzhold, a professor of
engineering at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro
(and one of the 1987 award winners); Diumar Cunha
Bueno, representing owner-drivers; Boris Casoy,
anchorman for a leading television news program; and
José Henrique Sadok de Sa, a federal road safety
official.
In addition to the three main awards, the judges made 11
regional awards: ve in the Drivers category and three
each in the Journalists and General categories.
The prize for each of the three main award winners
consisted of the Volvo Road Safety Trophy (depicting a
hand supporting a road), $l,000 equivalent in cash,
and an all-expenses paid lO-day trip to Sweden.
The prize for each of the regional award winners was
$500 equivalent in cash.
A further 20 entries (10 from individuals and 10 from
companies) were judged to deserve Honorable
Mentions. Finally, the state of Parana was adjudged
State of the Year in recognition of the importance of its
Road Safety Program, a massive two-volume survey
addressing the issue from all angles engineering,
education, law enforcement, etc. and in great detail.



HOPEFUL OUTLOOK FOR 1989

he main conclusions that the organizers
draw from their activities in 1988 is that
they have not set themselves an impossible
task in aiming to reduce the tragic scale

of Brazil s road accident statistics.
The challenge in 1989 will be to consolidate the
foundations that have now been laid in preparation for a
decisive push for greater safety and humanity on our
roads, with a large reduction in the casualty rate. This
is, in fact, the precise objective of Brazilian Road Safety
Year.
The propaganda effort that may be expected from the
government, from the private sector, from the media,
and from concerned citizens allows us to hope that a
much enlarged sector of the population will have
become committed, by the end of this year, to a
course of action that meets the challenge head on.
The organizers harbor no illusions as to the vast
amount of work that will still remain to be done, no
matter how successful the outcome of Brazilian Road
Safety Year. They consider, though, that if private
enterprise, the press, and the general public can be
induced, in the course of this year, to express a clear
awareness of the scale of the tragedy and an intention
to bring about an improvement, then a major step will
have been taken toward enabling us, within a few more
years, to achieve our aim.
Improvement is possible, though it will require a
sustained effort over a period of years. Several other
countries were once in a similar situation to ours and
have successfully overcome the challenge. If they can
do it, so can we.

We welcome comments, suggestions, and requests for
further information.

Volvo Road Safety Program
Caixa Postal 7981

80001 Curitiba - PR
Brazil

Telephones (041) 271 8466, 271-8467
Telex (041) 5638 VOLV BR

Telefax (041) 272 1081, 272-2397
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Our task is no easy one.
But other countries have
done it, and so can we
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